Introduction
============

The concordance rate of human genome DNA sequences among individuals is reported to be 99.5%.^[@r01])^ The differences in human genomes are attributed to genetic variations such as single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), short insertions/deletions (in/dels), short tandem repeats (STR), copy number variations (CNV), *etc.* Any of these variations may cause differences in traits and disease risk.

At the end of 20th century, the primary comprehensive investigative method for disease causal genes or variants was linkage analysis using genetic markers such as microsatellites or restriction fragment length polymorphisms. Disease causal genes or variants for some rare diseases that affect a small percentage of the population, *e.g.*, Fukuyama muscular dystrophy, could be identified using this method.^[@r02])^ From early in the first decade of the 2000s, the primary comprehensive method of investigation of disease susceptibility genes, especially for common diseases whose prevalence is relatively high, has been genome-wide association studies (GWASs). GWASs involve statistical-genetics methods that identify disease-susceptibility loci by performing case--control association studies that simultaneously analyze 0.5--5 million SNPs ("tag SNPs") in samples from affected patients and controls using a commercially available DNA array. As of the present day, tens of thousands of genetic variants that are associated with susceptibility to common human diseases and traits have been identified by GWAS.^[@r03])^ Up to November 2016, 2,610 studies and 29,382 unique SNP-trait associations have been registered in the National Human Genome Research Institute Catalog of published GWAS (<http://www.ebi.ac.uk/gwas/>). However, these variants often explain only relatively small proportions of the heritability of the associated diseases, which has led to the concept of "missing heritability".^[@r04])^

From around 2005, novel and large-scale DNA sequencing methods, termed next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies, were developed by the combination of advanced laboratory methodologies and bioinformatics tools. The use of NGS is currently providing breakthroughs in many biomedical research areas including human genetics. In particular, NGS methods has become indispensable for the identification of disease-causal/susceptible variants from abundant genetic variants in the human genome.

In this review, we discuss the application of NGS, approaches for the identification and evaluation of functional disease-causal/susceptible variants, and the clinical applications of these variants to personalized medicine.

1. Applications of next-generation sequencing to whole-genome analyses
======================================================================

In 2001, the first draft sequences that provided an overall view of the human genome, which were obtained using an automated Sanger sequencing method, were reported by the International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium (IHGSC) and Celera Genomics.^[@r05],[@r06])^ Subsequently, the next challenge was the sequencing of individual, personal genomes. From around 2010, NGS had developed to the point where it allows the investigation of whole genomes or transcriptomes in a relatively short period of time.^[@r07],[@r08])^ To date, the sequencing of individual human genomes is enhancing the understanding of how genetic differences affect human traits and diseases. In this chapter, the applications of NGS are discussed, especially those in human whole-genome analyses.

Whole genome sequencing and whole exome sequencing.
---------------------------------------------------

Using NGS, whole genome sequencing (WGS), which determines the entire genomic DNA sequence of an individual at a single time, and whole exome sequencing (WES), which is a method for sequencing of all of the exons of expressed human genes, have made strong contributions to clarifying the complexity of human genome variation.

From 2008, WGS using massive parallel sequencing technologies has provided extensive information regarding genetic variants.^[@r09]--[@r11])^ A Japanese research group has also reported the first WGS analysis of Japanese individuals. Their analysis identified 3,132,608 single nucleotide variations (SNVs), 5,319 deletions smaller than 10 kb, CNVs, and rearrangements with high accuracy.^[@r12])^ As of the end of 2016, WGS data have been acquired using NGS from tens of thousands of individuals, including both healthy individuals and patients around the world, and have been subsequently analyzed.

Compared with WGS, WES is currently the more popular platform for the discovery of rare disease causal genes or variants, because WES often detects variants that lead to amino acid changes in proteins and can efficiently identify such causal genes or variants without the complexity and high cost associated with WGS. The first WES analyses reported the successful identification of disease causal variants for specific rare diseases.^[@r13]--[@r15])^ Subsequently, since 2014, 228 novel rare disease causal genes have been discovered using WES analyses,^[@r16])^ and the number of novel rare disease causal genes identified by WES is now increasing exponentially.

Large scale human genome sequencing projects.
---------------------------------------------

Several large-scale sequencing projects using NGS are ongoing. Two such global projects are the 1000 Genomes Project and the Exome Sequencing Project, which aim to create the largest public catalogue of human variations and genotype data in the world.^[@r17],[@r19])^ WGS data from these projects are currently contributing to a number of studies in the field of human genetics. Additionally, several population-specific projects are also ongoing. In Iceland, genetic analyses supported by deCODE Genetics have been performed for Icelanders, and analyzed data of WGS (median depth of 20×) has been reported recently.^[@r20])^ In the UK, Genomics England (<http://www.genomicsengland.co.uk>), which is owned by the UK Department of Health, plans to perform WGS of 100,000 participant samples over a four-year period. In Asia, the GenomeAsia 100K project (<http://genomeasia100k.com>) also plans to sequence 100,000 individuals from 12 South Asian countries and at least 7 North and East Asian countries. Additionally, in Japan, the Tohoku Medical Megabank Organization (ToMMo) has performed the WGS for 1,070 healthy Japanese individuals (32.4× on average), and constructed a Japanese population reference panel (1KJPN).^[@r21])^ Some of these projects are linking genome sequencing with personalized medicine, cohort studies, and bio-banking.

2. Screening of whole-genome data for candidate functional disease-causal/susceptible variants using large scale bioinformatics analysis
========================================================================================================================================

As mentioned above, GWAS and NGS allow genome-wide detection of functional disease-causal/susceptible variants for both common and rare diseases. In this chapter, the flow of screening methods for the detection of functional disease-causal/susceptible variants of human genome sequences is shown (Figure [1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}).

Disease susceptible variants for common diseases.
-------------------------------------------------

GWASs focus on identifying significant associations among about 1 million genotyped common "tag SNPs", whose allele frequencies are relatively high, with susceptibility to human traits or diseases. The association signals of the "tag SNPs" are reflected by a few functional disease susceptible variants that show linkage disequilibrium (LD) with the tag SNPs (sometimes the tag SNP itself is also identified as a functional disease susceptible variant), but which have not been directly genotyped. Therefore, disease susceptibility gene loci can be identified by GWASs, but functional disease susceptible variants for common diseases cannot.

Recently, in order to identify unknown genetic factors for disease susceptibility, missing genotyping data of SNPs that are not represented in commercial genome-wide SNP typing platforms have been predicted by referring to WGS data from thousands of healthy individuals. "SNP imputation analysis" using software such as IMPUTE2 can predict missing genotyping data of SNPs that are not represented in commercial genome-wide SNP typing platforms by using a reference panel of known haplotypes in a population such as the panel of the 1000 Genomes Project or that of 1KJPN.^[@r17],[@r21],[@r22])^ Subsequently, variants with P-values less than those of the "tag SNPs" located in the same LD blocks, can be detected by case--control association studies for all of the variants in the disease susceptible gene regions. Such "high-density association mapping" has been able to explain some of the remaining "missing heritability" for human traits and disorders such as that for human height and body mass index.^[@r23])^ This evidence indicates that the roles of functional variants in not only rare but also common diseases need to be investigated, and that NGS can strongly contribute to such studies.

To date, hundreds of studies that have involved SNP imputation analysis and subsequent high-density association mapping have been reported. Such analyses have also been done in Japan focusing on *protein kinase C beta* (*PRKCB*), which is a susceptibility gene for primary biliary cholangitis (PBC) detected by a GWASs in the Japanese population, using the 1KJPN panel constructed by ToMMo as a reference.^[@r21],[@r24])^

This type of screening, however, cannot be applied to all human genes. The *HLA* genes encode cell-surface signal transduction molecules that present specific antigen peptides to T cell antigen receptors and Natural Killer cell receptors. *HLA* loci are strongly associated with susceptibility to various autoimmune or immune-related diseases.^[@r25])^ The *HLA* locus is highly polymorphic (consisting of tens of thousands of *HLA* alleles) because of natural selection caused by a wide range of pathogens.^[@r26])^ This complexity interferes with the accurate detection of disease susceptibility genes by GWASs, *e.g.*, SNPs in the *HLA-DRB* locus could not be installed on the general GWAS chip because the gene copy number polymorphism in *HLA-DRB* causes deviation from the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) in the case--control association study for each SNP. In order to correctly detect disease susceptibility genes in *HLA* loci, it is necessary to perform an *HLA* genotyping method such as Luminex HLA-SSO. Recently, several tools that can predict *HLA* alleles from existing GWAS data have been established. Among these methods, a Japanese group successfully and accurately imputed HLA alleles from several GWAS datasets using HIBAG.^[@r27])^ Additionally, NGS-based 4--8 digit allelic level *HLA* typing methods, such as NXType^TM^ workflow (One Lambda, Inc.), have been developed.^[@r28])^

Disease-causal variants for rare diseases.
------------------------------------------

For the detection of functional disease-causal rare variants for rare diseases, two types of approaches based on WGS and WES are used.

The first approach is that of trio-based studies, in which the genomic DNA of the patient and both unaffected parents is sequenced. Using this approach, the following can be detected: i) "*de novo* mutations," *i.e.*, new germline mutations that are not inherited from either parent; ii) "newly recessive disease-causing mutations," which are mutations that are inherited from both parents, each of whom carries one copy of the disease-causing allele; and iii) "compound heterozygous mutations," which are mutations that are inherited by receiving one disease-causing allele that is benign when present in each of the heterozygous unaffected parents. The number of trios that need to be investigated depends on the morbidity rate of the disease. For example, WES of seven trios detected disease causal variants in *ATPase Na+/K+ Transporting Subunit Alpha 3* (*ATP1A3*) for alternating hemiplegia of childhood (AHC), which is a rare, severe neurodevelopmental syndrome characterized by recurrent hemiplegic episodes and distinct neurological manifestations. Some of these *ATP1A3* mutations were found to cause at least 74% of AHC by subsequent sequence analysis of *ATP1A3* in 98 other patients.^[@r29])^ On the other hand, the Epi4K and EuroEPINOMICS-RES Consortiums performed the largest *de novo* mutation screening study in epilepsy using a total of 356 probands with epileptic encephalopathies. These studies detected novel genes with a significant excess of *de novo* mutations in *dynamin 1* (*DNM1*), *gamma-aminobutyric acid type A receptor beta3 subunit* (*GABRB3*), and other genes in epilepsy patients.^[@r30],[@r31])^

The second approach is case--control association studies, which looks for enrichment of the variant, gene, or gene-set level. One such method is a burden test whereby the total number of disease-causing alleles in patients for a particular gene, pathway, or data sets, is compared with the number of the same alleles in controls. This method can be performed using software such as the sequence kernel association test (SKAT).^[@r32]--[@r36])^ For example, significant associations with hemoglobin level and hematocrit were detected for three rare missense variants in *pyruvate kinase*, *liver and RBC* (*PKLR*) using SKAT.^[@r37])^

Somatic mutations.
------------------

There exist not only inherited variants or new mutations in gametes, but also mutations that arise post-zygotically, *e.g.*, postzygotic mutations are found in some cells in nearly all tissues, and somatic mutations are found in specific tissue types. Some studies have reported the contributions of such mutations to human diseases. Using a combination of PCR with a peptide nucleic acid that strongly hybridizes to the target region and inhibits target amplification by PCR, and the ultra-sensitive droplet digital PCR method, a *guanine nucleotide-binding protein*, *Q polypeptide* (*GNAQ*) mutation was detected in patients with Sturge--Weber syndrome (SWS).^[@r38])^ In addition to CNVs, germline variants, and epigenetic factors, accumulation of diverse types of postzygotic and somatic mutations have also been reported to lead to the development and evolution of cancer. Such postzygotic and somatic mutations can be detected by sequencing a sufficiently large number of tumor-normal tissue pairs.^[@r39],[@r40])^ To date, several consortia, such as The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) and The International Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC), have analyzed cancer genomes.^[@r41],[@r42])^ Additionally, WGS of about 300 liver cancers from Japanese individuals has been performed in Japan.^[@r43],[@r44])^

3. Identification of functional disease-causal/susceptible variants by *in silico* and *in vitro* functional analyses
=====================================================================================================================

Even if appropriate screening of functional disease-causal/susceptible variants is performed using whole-genome analysis, this does not mean that the "finish line" has been reached. There are two reasons why completion of whole-genome analysis is not "the goal". One reason is the inaccuracy of variant calling by current NGS platforms. Although improvements in both the "wet" side (reagents, methods, *etc.*) and the "dry" side (algorisms, software, *etc.*) of whole genome analysis have resulted in a dramatic reduction in the false calling rate, this analysis is not yet perfect. The second reason is the existence of LD. Due to the LD between GWAS tag-SNPs and other SNPs, several (sometimes tens of) SNPs show similar levels of associations with the most significantly associated GWAS tag-SNP after SNP imputation analysis, especially in the case of common variants. Therefore, to identify the functional disease-causal/susceptible variants, evaluation of each SNP by *in silico*- and *in vitro*-functional analyses should be done.

In this chapter, *in silico* analyses using several valuable computer tools for narrowing down the final candidate functional disease-causal/susceptible variants (Table [1](#tbl01){ref-type="table"}), and *in vitro* functional analyses for identification of functional disease-causal/susceptible variants (Figure [2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}) are described.

Non-synonymous variants.
------------------------

Non-synonymous variants (including nonsense and missense variants) are translated into a change in protein structure or function based on the amino acid change involved. Most of the variants that have been identified by WGS or WES for rare diseases have been shown to be non-synonymous variants in thousands of studies. For example, using WES, six homozygous and two compound-heterozygous non-synonymous mutations in *activating transcription factor 6A* (*ATF6A*), which is related to the unfolded protein response (UPR) and cellular endoplasmic reticulum (ER) homeostasis, were identified in ten families with achromatopsia.^[@r45])^ In addition, in Japan, using WES and follow-up studies, 11 MIRAGE (myelodysplasia, infection, restriction of growth, adrenal hypoplasia, genital phenotypes, and enteropathy) syndrome patients were recently found to have non-synonymous mutations in *Sterile Alpha Motif Domain Containing 9* (*SAMD9*).^[@r46])^

In order to evaluate the functional change in gene products encoded by final candidate functional disease-causal/susceptible variants that are missense variants, several computer tools, *e.g.*, Polyphen2 and MuPIT, can be used for the prediction of the protein structural damage caused by these missense variants.^[@r47],[@r48])^ Such structural damage of gene products often induces loss of gene product stability, abnormal gene product cellular localization, or abnormal gene product function. The function of the gene product of each candidate functional disease-causal/susceptible missense variant can be evaluated by *in vitro* analyses. The stability and cellular localization of the gene product can be analyzed by western blotting, which detects specific protein expression in cells (if the expression level is not sufficient for blotting, it is better to use immunoprecipitation), and immunocytochemistry, which detects the intracellular localization of specific proteins in cells. If the variants do not cause changes in protein stability and localization in these *in vitro* functional analyses, more detailed functional analyses that are specific for the functions of the gene products are needed.

As described above, WES of AHC patients detected *de novo* disease causal variants in *ATP1A3*. These variants showed higher damaging scores in predictions using Polyphen2. Although these *ATP1A3* variants did not influence the stability of the ATP1A3 protein, *in vitro* functional analysis indicated consistent reductions in the ATPase activities of the *ATP1A3* gene products encoded by these *ATP1A3* variants.^[@r29])^

Variants in splicing regulatory motifs.
---------------------------------------

Not only non-synonymous variants but also variants that are located in splicing regulatory motifs (essential splice sites, brunch sites, edge of the exons, exonic/intronic splicing enhancers, and exonic/intronic splicing silencers) also strongly impact on the functions of gene products. This is because exon skipping, which is caused by the abnormal regulation of splicing, may induce frame shifts or deletions of amino acid sequences.

If the final candidate functional disease-causal/susceptible variants are located in splicing regulatory motifs, several computer tools (*e.g.*, Human Splice Finder) can be used to predict the resulting functional changes.^[@r49])^ For *in vitro* functional evaluation of the exon skipping caused by the lower splicing efficiency of these variants, a minigene assay can be used. In this assay, the RNA resulting from a minigene (a gene fragment that contains some of the exons and introns) that has been transfected into cells is detected using RT-PCR. If a difference in the formation of splicing isoforms can be observed among alleles of candidate disease-causal/susceptible variants in a minigene assay, then such a difference may induce a drastic change in the amino acid sequence of the encoded protein. In this case, it is also necessary to perform the *in vitro* functional analyses described above for non-synonymous variants (*e.g.*, western blotting, immunocytochemistry, *etc.*).

For example, a variant that is located at the edge of the 9th exon in *transcription factor 4* (*TCF4*) was detected by WES of an undiagnosed patient (who had features of a wide mouth, high cheekbones, deep-set eyes, limited speech, and severe intellectual disabilities, but who did not have the characteristic hyperventilation and epilepsy) and their unaffected parents. By analysis using a minigene assay and subsequent western blotting, this variant was found to cause an extension of exon 9 and to induce a frame shift, and the gene product encoded by the disease causal allele was degraded by the proteasome.^[@r50])^

Additionally, although *CD72*, which is an inhibitory receptor for B cell antigen receptor signaling pathways, was not detected as a susceptibility gene by GWASs, it showed significant association with susceptibility to systemic lupus erythematosus in a Japanese study, and it had a 13 bp variable number tandem repeat (VNTR) in the 8th intron. This variant was significantly associated with the ratio of the quantity of the full-length isoform (flCD72) and the exon 8 skipping isoform (CD72Δex8) by a minigene assay.^[@r51])^ Additional *in vitro* functional analysis revealed that the CD72Δex8 protein product is localized in the ER and induces the UPR.^[@r52])^

Variants in gene expression regulatory regions.
-----------------------------------------------

To date, thousands of GWAS for common traits or diseases have been reported, in which most of the tag SNPs installed on the GWAS chip fell outside of coding sequences, and often the genotypes of the SNPs were significantly associated with the expression levels of genes that were located near the SNPs.^[@r53])^ Therefore, for the identification of functional common-disease-causal/susceptible variants in disease susceptibility gene loci, the most appropriate approach is to focus on the variants that are located in gene expression regulatory elements (promoters, enhancers, and insulators). Differences in transcription factor (TF) binding to the SNP site between major and minor alleles should be investigated because they may influence gene expression efficiencies. Additionally, regulation of gene expression by binding of TFs is active in the nucleosome-depleted chromatin region, called the "open chromatin region," where TF binding can be assessed. These regions are characterized by DNase hyper-sensitivity sites and by epigenetic histone markers such as the H3K4Me1, H3K27Ac, and H3K4Me3 marks.^[@r54],[@r55])^ Therefore, as well as TF binding, the location of candidate disease causal/susceptible variants in these markers should be checked.

Several computer tools for prediction include information regarding the location of SNPs in gene expression regulatory regions (*e.g.*, HaploReg v4.1, Regulome DB, UCSC genome browser, and ZENBU).^[@r56]--[@r59])^ For the prediction of differences in specific TF binding to the variant, TRANSFAC professional can be used.^[@r60])^ *In vitro* functional evaluation of SNPs that are located in gene expression regulatory regions can be done using a luciferase gene reporter assay, which assesses transcriptional activity in cells that are transfected with a genetic construct containing the luciferase gene together with the specific promoters or enhancers, and an electrophoretic mobility shift assay (also referred to as a "gel-shift assay"), which is an affinity electrophoresis technique for assessment of TF--DNA interaction. In order to identify the specific TF involved, a super-shift assay, which assesses TF-specific antibody--TF--DNA interaction, is appropriate.

Rs4979462, which is located in the nuclear factor 1 (NF-1)-related gene expression enhancer of *tumor necrosis factor superfamily member 15* (*TNFSF15*), which is a PBC susceptibility gene in the Japanese population, was identified as a functional disease susceptible variant using *in silico* and *in vitro* functional analyses.^[@r24],[@r61])^

Variants in the 3′-UTR.
-----------------------

In addition to gene expression regulatory elements, the 3′ untranslated region (3′ UTR), which is the part of the mRNA that immediately follows the translation termination codon, also contributes to the regulation of gene expression by binding to microRNAs (miRNAs). miRNAs are small non-coding RNA molecules that resemble small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) of RNA interference (RNAi).

There are several computer tools for the prediction of the binding of miRNA to the sequence containing each SNP (*e.g.*, PolymiRTS and RegRNA).^[@r62],[@r63])^ For the *in vitro* functional evaluation of SNPs that are located in 3′-UTRs, a luciferase gene reporter assay using a genetic construct containing the luciferase gene together with the 3′-UTR of the specific gene can be used to assess the inhibition of gene expression by the miRNA for each allele.

For example, although it was not detected by GWASs, a SNP in the 3′-UTR of *NLR family*, *pyrin domain containing 3* (*NLRP3*), which controls the activation of inflammatory caspase-1 by forming NLRP3-inflammasomes, was found to be significantly associated with susceptibility to Japanese food-induced anaphylaxis. A difference in *NLRP3* mRNA stability due to this SNP was detected in a luciferase assay.^[@r64])^

Variants that influence mRNA folding.
-------------------------------------

The folding of RNA into a secondary structure is important for its function. Variants that are located in the coding region can influence the stability of RNA folding. Through a combination of thermodynamics, sequence comparison, and experiments, method for secondary structure prediction have improved. Among several prediction tools for secondary structure, RNAsnp web server can predict the effect of variants on mRNA folding.^[@r65])^ Splicing isoforms that are influenced by variants also can be compared using mfold.^[@r66])^

Expression-quantitative trait loci.
-----------------------------------

A quantitative trait locus (QTL) is a genetic locus that correlates with variation in the degree of a phenotype. In particular, a genomic locus that is important for variation in gene expression is called an expression QTL (eQTL). Based on the physical distance between the eQTL and the affected gene, an eQTL can be classified as a cis-eQTL (a distance of 250 kb to 1 Mb in natural populations and of 1--5 Mb in segregating populations) or a trans-eQTL (further away from each other or located on different chromosomes).^[@r67],[@r68])^ Recently, cis- and trans-eQTLs have been systematically identified by the development of statistical frameworks for eQTL analysis and by increasing sample sizes.^[@r69],[@r70])^

The data from these analyses have already been supplied as computer tools from some projects. The Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) Project provides a resource for human gene expression and regulation and its relationship to genetic variation, in which data were acquired from 53 tissues and 544 donors.^[@r71],[@r72])^ For evaluation of the function of SNPs that are located in gene expression regulatory regions, eQTL analysis for each SNP provides indispensable evidence as a kind of "*in vivo* data in humans".

4. Applications of the variants to personalized medicine
========================================================

To date, thousands of large-scale genetic studies aimed at complete understanding of the genetic background to human diseases have been done around the world. However, the application of the variants identified by such large-scale genetic studies to personalized medicine are still under consideration. In this chapter, their future application as well as existing examples will be described.

Systemic understanding of genes or variants in human disease.
-------------------------------------------------------------

Due to expansion of the findings obtained using GWAS data, a number of reports of meta-analyses have been published recently. Meta-analysis aggregates information, thereby leading to a higher statistical power. By using this powerful approach, a number of disease susceptibility genes whose p-values had not reached a statistically significant level in individual studies could be detected. Of these meta-analysis reports, one world-wide collaboration team reported the largest meta-analysis of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) susceptibility, in which a total of \>100,000 subjects of European and Asian ancestry (29,880 RA cases and 73,758 controls) was analyzed, and which successfully connected biological RA susceptible genes to drug targets.^[@r73])^

Additionally, in order to explore the systemic contribution of genes or variants to each disease, pathway analyses or gene-set analyses using omics data have been performed, especially in WGS/WES for rare diseases and in large-scale GWASs for common diseases. However, these analyses depend on existing incomplete data (*i.e.*, many interactions between genes in databases are sometimes based on a specific cell type or disease). It is also possible that data from literature that includes non-reproducible experiments might be contained in these databases. For these reasons, care should be taken when such kinds of systemic analyses are used.

As well as studies at the gene level, natural human genetic variants should be included in the above-described powerful approaches for their accuracy and statistical power, because human genetic variants have been reported to have dynamic effects on gene expression depending on the cell-type, tissue-type, developmental stage or environmental condition.^[@r74],[@r75])^

Prediction of disease onset or adverse effects by genetic variants.
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Based on accumulated evidence regarding variants that have been associated with susceptibility to specific diseases and their functions, some of these variants are already being used as "predictors", especially in the field of pharmacogenetics.

The first examples of the use of such a predictor is in Stevens--Johnson syndrome (SJS) and toxic epidermal necrolysis (TEN), which are severe adverse drug reactions characterized by necrosis of the epidermis. Their incidence rates are 2--3 per million per year, and the average mortality rate is 25--35%.^[@r76])^ The drug carbamazepine is known to be the main causative agent of SJS/TEN. *HLA-B*^*\**^*15:02* was initially reported to be associated with susceptibility to carbamazepine-induced SJS/TEN in Han Chinese in Taiwan.^[@r77])^ The carrier frequency of *HLA-B*^*\**^*15:02* in these cases was 100%, and at the present time this allele is used as a biomarker before medication in Taiwan. In Japan, both *HLA-A*^*\**^*31:01* and *HLA-B*^*\**^*15:11* have been reported as risk factors for carbamazepine-induced SJS/TEN,^[@r78],[@r79])^ and these alleles may be used as predictors in the future in Japanese as well as in Taiwanese populations.

A second example of the use of such a predictor is in the treatment response to hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection. Prior to the recent appearance of more effective drugs, combination therapy with pegylated interferon (PEG-IFN) and ribavirin (RBV) was used for the treatment of chronic HCV infection.^[@r80])^ However, in spite of effective treatment with PEG-IFN and RBV combination therapy, 20--50% of these patients did not achieve a sustained virological response (SVR).^[@r81])^ In 2009, three independent research groups performed GWASs for chronic HCV treatment responses and the clearance of virus after acute infection, and SNPs located near the *interleukin 28B* (*IL28B*) gene, which encodes IFN-λ3, showed significant associations.^[@r82]--[@r84])^ The addition of genetic testing using *IL-28B* genotypes into the clinical management of chronic HCV infection has already been used at the bedside.^[@r85])^ It has been possible to detect by GWASs not only genes that are significantly associated with the response to PEG-IFN and RBV combination therapy but also genes that are associated with adverse effects such as RBV-induced hemolytic anemia. *Inosine triphosphatase* (*ITPA*), which encodes a protein that hydrolyzes inosine triphosphate (ITP), was identified by GWAS as a susceptibility gene for RBV-induced hemolytic anemia.^[@r86],[@r87])^ A functional study showed that the ITP that accumulated in the erythrocytes of individuals with anemia-protective *ITPA* genotypes conferred protection against RBV-induced ATP reduction by substituting for erythrocyte GTP, which was depleted by RBV.^[@r88])^ In addition to prediction of the treatment response based on *IL28B*, *ITPA* genotyping is also useful for the prediction of the adverse effect of PEG-IFN and RBV combination therapy for HCV infection.

The third example of the use of such predictors is that of Tamoxifen, which is a prodrug that is mainly metabolized via cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzymes. Tamoxifen is the most commonly used drug for the treatment of estrogen receptor-positive breast cancer, and it works as a selective estrogen receptor modulator. However, there are individual differences in tamoxifen effects and adverse drug reactions.^[@r89])^ The enzymatic activity of hepatic CYP2D6, which accounts for 2--3% of the total liver CYPs, varies among individuals due to *CYP2D6* polymorphisms that include over 105 variants whose functions have been partly evaluated in *in vitro* and *in vivo* functional studies.^[@r90]--[@r94])^ Up to now, *CYP2D6* genotyping has not been recommended for prediction because of controversial results in clinical trials.^[@r95],[@r96])^ However, further studies of the association of CYP variants with individual differences in response to Tamoxifen will be of clinical value in the future.

Genetic variants as the targets of therapies or drugs.
------------------------------------------------------

Functional disease-causal/susceptible variants themselves can also be used as targets of therapies or drugs. Duchenne's muscular dystrophy is an X-linked recessive muscle disorder with severe progressive muscle wasting, leading to early death, which affects 1 in 3,500 newborn boys.^[@r97])^ Mutation in the *dystrophin* gene (*DMD*), which is the cause of Duchenne's muscular dystrophy, leads to disruption of the open reading frame, dystrophin deficiency at the myofiber membrane, and continued fiber degeneration.^[@r98]--[@r102])^ As a therapeutic approach for patients with Duchenne's muscular dystrophy, antisense oligonucleotides that induce specific exon skipping (around the 45th to the 55th exon where the causal variants are located) during pre-mRNA splicing, and subsequent reading-frame correction and production of transcripts, have been suggested.^[@r103])^ Among such antisense oligonucleotides for these exons, a 2′-O-methyl phosphorothioate oligoribonucleotide (PRO051) that induces exon 51 skipping was administered to patients with Duchenne's muscular dystrophy. This oligonucleotide showed dose-dependent molecular efficacy in these patients.^[@r104],[@r105])^

In the future, it may be possible to correct disease causal/susceptible variants using brand-new biological techniques. CRISPR--Cas9 is a technology for editing genomic DNA that is in widespread use in experimental and applied systems.^[@r106],[@r107])^ To date, there have been some reports regarding the correction of risk alleles of disease causal/susceptible variants in cells by using CRISPR--Cas9-mediated genome editing *in vitro* (*e.g.*, Fanconi anemia).^[@r108])^ Additionally, the muscular dystrophy-causal genotype (exon 23 frame shifts) in the *dystrophin* gene could be corrected by CRISPR--Cas9-mediated genome editing and was able to improve muscle function in *mdx* mouse models.^[@r109]--[@r111])^ Improvements in such genome editing technologies will lead to implementation of therapies whose targets are the risk alleles of disease-causal/susceptible variants.

Personal genomic information in hospitals.
------------------------------------------

Due to the evolution of technologies and reductions in cost, personal genomics using NGS is becoming more common in healthcare. However, there are several issues that remain to be overcome. The first problem is the low sensitivity of most genetic tests because of heterogeneity in etiologies and families, even in monogenic diseases. Therefore, most monogenic disease tests require sequencing approaches. Because of the higher costs, WGS and WES services are poorly covered by health insurance. The second problem is the interpretation of large quantities of variants detected by sequencing in the hospital. Data-sharing and the establishment of standard classification can help overcome this issue, as well as the problem of time-effective point-of-care. The last problem is the ethical debate with regard to the returning of results. It is easy to imagine the existence of secondary genetic findings in personal genomic tests in the future.

In conclusion, for application of these findings to personalized medicine, because human genome variations that are related to human diseases are attributed to genetic variants, there should be a focus not only on genes but also on each variant and their functional role. Before the "NGS-era", it had been difficult to accurately identify disease causal/susceptible variants from whole genome sequences. In other words, we are now passing through the gate of human genome variation-related personalized medicine. By performing systemic research regarding disease causal/susceptible variants including their functions, we will come to understand the molecular pathogenic mechanisms of diseases, establish novel drugs based on the information obtained about the variants, develop prediction kits for disease onset and adverse effects using genotyping of the variants, and solve the problems related to missing heritability.
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![Flow of screening of the whole-genome for candidate functional disease-causal/susceptible variants. (**A**) Flow of screening for common disease-susceptible variants. Susceptibility gene loci are detected using GWAS. High-density association mapping is then performed by genotype imputation analysis and is followed by a case--control association study using the data of the GWAS and a whole-genome sequencing panel that is acquired from the general population using NGS. *In silico*/*in vitro* functional analyses are needed for the identification of disease-susceptible variants. (**B**) Flow of screening for rare disease-causal rare variants. All variants are detected by WES and WGS, and candidate disease-causal variants are then identified using large-scale bioinformatics analysis. *In silico*/*in vitro* functional analyses are needed for functional evaluation of disease-causal variants.](pjab-93-657-g001){#fig01}

![The required *in vitro* functional analysis depends on the genomic location of each variant. i) Western blotting, immunocytochemistry, and gene-specific functional analyses are need for analysis of candidate disease-causal/susceptible variants that are located in exons. ii) Mini-gene assays are need for analysis of candidate disease-causal/susceptible variants that are located in splice sites. Additional functional analyses similar to those required for variants located in exons are also needed if the abnormal splicing influences the amino acid sequence. iii) Luciferase assays and gel-shift assays are needed for analysis of candidate disease-causal/susceptible variants that are located in a gene expression regulatory region such as a gene expression promoter, enhancer, insulator, or a 3′-untranslated region (UTR).](pjab-93-657-g002){#fig02}

###### 

Available computer tools for in silico functional analysis

  Location of the variant             Notes                                                                  Tools                                                 URL                                                                 Refs
  ----------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------
  Exon (Non-synonymous variants)      Prediction of the protein structure damage by the mis-sense variants   Polyphen2                                             <http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph2/>                             [@r47]
  MuPIT                               <http://mupit.icm.jhu.edu/MuPIT_Interactive/>                          [@r48]                                                                                                                    
  Splice site                         Evaluate the functional change by splicing                             Human Splice Finder                                   <http://www.umd.be/HSF/>                                            [@r49]
  Gene expression regulatory region   Summarize the regulatory elements for gene expression                  HaploReg v4.1                                         <http://archive.broadinstitute.org/mammals/haploreg/haploreg.php>   [@r56]
  Regulome DB                         <http://www.regulomedb.org/>                                           [@r57]                                                                                                                    
  Comprehensive information           UCSC genome browser                                                    <http://genome.ucsc.edu/index.html>                   [@r58]                                                              
                                      ZENBU                                                                  <http://fantom.gsc.riken.jp/zenbu/>                   [@r59]                                                              
  Prediction of TF binding            TRANSFAC                                                               <http://www.gene-regulation.com/pub/databases.html>   [@r60]                                                              
  3′UTR                               Prediction of miRNA binding to 3′UTRs                                  PolymiRTS                                             <http://compbio.uthsc.edu/miRSNP/>                                  [@r62]
  RegRNA                              <http://regrna2.mbc.nctu.edu.tw/>                                      [@r63]                                                                                                                    
  Coding, splicing isoform            Prediction of mRNA folding                                             RNAsnp                                                <http://rth.dk/resources/rnasnp/>                                   [@r65]
  mfold                               <http://unafold.rna.albany.edu/>                                       [@r66]                                                                                                                    
  All                                 Database of e-QTLs                                                     GTEx portal                                           <http://gtexportal.org/home/>                                       [@r71], [@r72]

[^1]: (Communicated by Hiroo IMURA, M.J.A.)
